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LE T US BRING THE PAR T Y TO YOU

Here in NOLA, every meal is worth celebrating! We offer custom balloons,  
personalized place cards, beads, party favors, and more. Our team can design 
tables to any theme or occasion! Grab-and-go in store or have us set it up for a 

small flat fee.

TABLESCAPES |  1



We coordinate transportation, reservations, styling, provide the rentals, and  
curate the entire itinerary.

WE DO THE WORK SO YOU CAN RELAX

Stock Photo

CONCIERGE SER VICE |  2



We have a wide variety of products and inventory available in our  
retail stores. We love to curate welcome bags, VIP room decorations, or  

farewell gifts perfect for your event!

IMPRESS YOUR GUESTS WITH CURATED GIFTS & DECOR

SWAG BAG & ROOM DECORATION |  3



MAKE YOUR EVENT EXTRA PERSONAL

CUSTOM ITEMS & DESIGN SER VICES |  4

Some items require a longer turnaround time. All items are subject to a flat 
design fee (florals have design fee included in cost of arrangement).

Florals
Cups

Koozies 
Invitations

Beads
Hats

Photo Backdrops
Cards

Neon Signs
Napkins

Second Line Hankies 
& More



MAKE YOUR GUESTS FEEL SPECIAL

RED CARPE T RENTAL |  5

Our red carpet is 3 ft. by 15 ft. and is a great addition to any event. The price is 
$75 per day, and there is an additional cost for delivery and pick up if needed.



ENHANCE YOUR PARADE EXPERIENCE

SECOND LINE COORDINATION |  6

We handle all coordination and permitting services for your Second Line,  
complete with a band and police escort. We also take care of all the necessary 
paperwork, ensuring that all city permits are filed on your behalf. We can offer 
the supply of custom Second Line hankies, umbrellas, and/or beads, along with 

the option to have our experienced team members on-site, providing their  
expertise in coordinating and guiding your event.



ENHANCE YOUR EVENT ’S VISUAL APPEAL

BEAD WALL |  7

A stunning bead wall design, featuring balloons gracefully draped to  
resemble beads. This customizable centerpiece is available in any length and  

color, serving as a perfect entrance or statement piece to elevate the ambiance  
of any room.

Approx. $1,200 for a 30 ft. wall—price is based on length and height of space.



GOLD AND/OR SILVER SHIMMER WALL

PRICING

SHIMMER WALL |  8

We offer sizes ranging from 6’ to 20’ for our freestanding shimmer wall. Adorned 
with vibrant balloons in your preferred colors, this eye-catching centerpiece can 
be further enhanced with the addition of neon signs, marquee letters, and custom 

logo balloons for an extra cost.

5’ x 7’ : $150
6’ x 6’ : $185
8 ‘ 8’ : $285

10 ‘ x 10’ : $350

Call for additional pricing. Prices above do not Include tax, delivery, installation,  
or breakdown.



PERSONALIZE YOUR EVENT

BALLOON COLUMNS |  9

Freestanding Structure –Large size requires deposit for stand
Small Table Centerpiece $35

Each additional foot $20
6 ft. Column (Small/Large) $150/$250

Cost of mylar topper is not included.



MAKE A STATEMENT

BALLOON GARLANDS |  10

Our skilled team can expertly create and install garlands of any dimension and 
size. Large scale show-stopping backdrops for both social and corporate events  
or smaller grab-and-go garlands for pick up in store. Pick-ups begin at $75, and 

all garlands are priced per foot. For installations, pricing starts at $300. 
There is an additional charge for any add-ons of chrome or mylar balloons.



ESTABLISH A MESMERIZING FOCAL POINT

BALLOON RING |  11

This freestanding structure is subtle yet impactful. You can enhance the design 
with options such as a neon sign, acrylic sign, tinsel curtains, marquee numbers, 
florals, or custom logo balloons for an additional fee. The price starts at $350.



ELEVATE YOUR EVENT PHOTOS

PHOTO BACK DROP |  12

If you love balloons, this one is for you! This freestanding structure is completely 
customizable with over 300 colors and and 200 Mylar Balloon add-ons. Starting 
at $950, our package includes a 8’x8’ wall with the option to extend the length 

of the wall and add more balloons at an additional cost.



LEAVE LASTING IMPRESSIONS

MARQUEE LE T TERS |  13

Our bright and bold Marquee Letters are decorated with balloons and are a 
perfect addition to any stage or as a striking centerpiece for a memorable photo 
moment. The price for this package varies based on the size of the letters and the 
desired quantity. Let us create a visually stunning display that will leave a lasting 

impression at your event! Add a balloon garland starting at $125.



CUSTOM FRINGE |  14

ADD A DASH OF PLAYFUL ELEGANCE

PRICING

Our versatile and customizable fringe is available in any color and length! These 
fringes can be used in various ways: hang them from the ceiling, use them as gar-
lands, attach them to balloons, or layer them to create a stunning photo backdrop. 

Our High Chair Fringe is designed to be 1 ft tall and 3 ft wide, with extra cord 
included for easy hanging.

4 ft. $50
6 ft. $75

8 ft. $100
10 ft. $125

8’ x 8’ Backdrop $695
Highchair $45



ARCH’S |  15

ESTABLISH A GRAND ENTRANCE

PRICING

With multiple sizes and colors to choose from, we can create a stunning  
centerpiece, entrance or focal point that suits your unique style. The arches can be 
adorned with balloons or neon signs to make it extra special. For a one-of-a-kind 

experience, we offer custom backdrops to match your desired theme.

Small Backdrop $150
Large Backdrop $175

Bundle and Save! 2 Arches for $200, 3 Arches for $250
Balloons and delivery are an additional cost



OTHER OPTIONS |  16

ELEVATE WITH CUSTOMIZABLE OFFERINGS 

We love curating designs that are truly one-of-a-kind. Our services encompass 
a wide range of offerings, including balloon designs on the ceiling or creatively 

displayed on various props. We also curate floral designs and provide linen rental 
services. Share your vision with us, and we guarantee not only its flawless execu-

tion but also an added touch of sparkle and dash of swag. 



sparkle.and.swag shopsparkleandswagsparkleandswag.com

Contact Us

sparkleandswag508@gmail.com

504-510-5838


